Encountering Jesus in the New Testament - Chapter 9 - Medium
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Across
2. The beast of the
sea symbolizes this
person in the Book of
Revelation
5. The teaching on
Jesus in 1 ___ is that
Jesus Christ is Light,
Love, and the Son of
God
7. A heresy that
denied the true
humanity of Jesus

8. This number is
associated with
imperfection

17. The last letter of
the Greek alphabet

9. This color is a
symbol of victory

18. Literally means an
“unveiling” of the
risen Lord

13. This Roman
emperor had himself
proclaimed god

21. He valiantly
defended the Nicene
teaching

14. The emperor who
convoked the first
worldwide council at
Nicea in AD 325

23. Literally means
“Ruler of All”
24. The word means
“witness”

27. This ancient city
stands for the modern
persecutor of the
Christians in Rome
29. An honorary title
given to outstanding
early Church
theologians: ___ of
the Church
30. This number is
symbolic of perfection

31. An important title
bestowed on Mary as
“God-bearer”
Down
1. A heresy which
denied the true
humanity of Jesus
2. The author of
Revelation wrote
primarily to ___ the
people living in his
time
3. The Second Letter
of ___ is addressed to
those who questioned
the delay of the
Parousia
4. A split in the
Church
5. Second Peter
borrows heavily from
this other epistle
6. Some scholars have
calculated that the
number 666
corresponds with this
emperor

written to Christians
influenced by false
___
16. The Third Letter
of John is addressed
to ___, a faithful
disciple of John the
Elder
19. A key theme of
James is God’s
preferential love for
the ___
20. Both the Second
and Third Letter of
John identify the
author as “the ___”
22. James resembles a
___ more than a letter
23. The island where
the author of
Revelation was exiled
for preaching the
Gospel
25. First Peter tells
Christians to look on
their suffering as a
____ of their faith

26. James highlights
the requirement of
10. He taught that
there were two person good ___ in addition
in Jesus --- one divine, to faith
and the other only
28. Second Peter is
human
the ___ New
Testament work
11. This letter is
written in the name of written
“the brother of the
Lord” who was
martyred in AD 62
12. The Second Letter
of John warns against
anyone who denies
this doctrine
15. A good hypothesis
is that Jude was likely

